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The interface properties of a nematic liquid crystal in contact with a solid substrate are investigated by
considering the effect of a position dependent external field on a short range nematic-substrate interaction.
Such a field could be due, for instance, to the van der Waals interaction between the substrate and the nematic,
or to the electrostatic interaction due to selective ion adsorption. In all cases a transition from homeotropic to
planar orientation is expected. This phenomenon is interpreted in terms of different aligning effects, by
invoking the competition between a stabilizing short range term and a destabilizing long range term. We show
that, according to the value of the short range anchoring energy strength, the stable nematic state in the
presence of the position dependent external field can be homeotropic, distorted, or planar. The thresholds and
the order of the corresponding transitions are obtained. Temperature induced surface transitions can be also
interpreted in this framework.@S1063-65IX~96!00406-0#

PACS number~s!: 61.30.Cz, 61.30.Gd

I. INTRODUCTION

Nematic liquid crystals are anisotropic fluids formed by
rodlike molecules@1#. They behave like uniaxial materials
whose optical axisnW coincides with the statistical average of
the molecular directionsaW , parallel to the major axis of mol-
ecules.nW is known as the nematic director. The physical
properties of a nematic sample depend on the director fieldnW .
As is well known,nW can be oriented by means of surface
treatments@2# or by external fields@1#.

In special symmetrical arrangements, the nematic–
external-field interaction is a threshold phenomenon. This
means that, if the field is lower than a critical valueEc , the
stable orientation is the undeformed one. On the contrary, if
the field is larger thanEc , the deformed state is stable
@1,3,4#. This effect is known as the Fre´edericksz transition.
The value of the critical field depends on the elastic proper-
ties of the nematic liquid crystal and on the surface anchor-
ing energy characterizing the anisotropic part of the nematic-
substrate interaction@5#. In the past, this effect has been used
to measure the elastic constants of nematics@6# and the an-
choring energy strength@7#.

Long ago, the effect of the van der Waals interaction be-
tween a nematic and a solid substrate was analyzed by
Dubois-Violette and de Gennes@8,9#. More recently, the
electrostatic interaction between a surface field, due to selec-
tive ion adsorption, and a nematic has been investigated in
order to study the thickness dependence of the effective an-
choring energy@10,11#. In both these interesting cases, the
nematic–external-field interaction is similar to a Fre´eder-
icksz transition in which the external field is position depen-
dent.

Usually, the analysis of the Fre´edericksz transition is per-
formed by supposing that the external field is homogeneous
@1,3,4#. In our paper we reconsider the Fre´edericksz effect in
the framework of a strongly position dependent external
field. This study is important for two reasons:~i! to analyze
the anchoring competition between short range and long

range nematic-substrate interactions@12,13#; ~ii ! to interpret
the temperature induced surface transitions in nematics@14–
16#.

This paper is organized as follows. The theoretical model
is presented in Sec. II. We consider a simple planar and
one-dimensional problem in which a nematic sample, having
the shape of a slab of thicknessd, is submitted to a position
dependent external field. The short range nematic-substrate
interaction is supposed to give homeotropic alignment. The
stability of the homogeneous homeotropic and planar con-
figurations is analyzed by means of the Ritz method@17#.
The real situation in which the external field responsible for
the distorting effect is localized in a microscopic surface
layer is discussed in Sec. III. In Sec. IV, we obtain the same
result using an alternative simplified approach based on the
presence of a particular surface field. Finally, Sec. V is de-
voted to the analysis of the order of the
homeotropic→distorted and distorted→planar transitions for
the theoretical model presented.

II. THEORETICAL MODEL

We analyze the planar and one-dimensional problem of a
nematic sample submitted to a position dependent external
field. In this case the nematic director lies in a vertical plane
and it depends only on thez coordinate~Fig. 1!. The total
energy per unit surface of a nematic slab of thicknessd, in
one constant approximation@1#, is given by

F5
1

2
w sin2f01

1

2 E
2d/2

d/2

@kf822u~z!sin2f#dz, ~1!

wherew is the anchoring strength,k is the nematic bulk
elastic constant,f(z)5cos21(nW •kW ) is the tilt angle,kW is the
surface normal,f8(z)5(df/dz), f05f~6d/2!. The bulk
termu(z)sin2f(z) represents the coupling between the nem-
atic liquid crystal and the surface field. Hence it is connected
with some kind of nematic anisotropy.
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The sign of the external field interaction term is chosen to
destabilize a starting homeotropic orientation. In~1!, the first
elasticlike surface aligning term is in competition with the
term connected to the position dependent external field. In
the followingu(z) will be assumed to be of the kind

u~z!5u~2z!5u0
cosh~z/l!

cosh~d/2l!
. ~2!

This choice allows us to analyze a general problem con-
nected with the presence of a surface field and to simplify the
mathematical aspect of the analysis. We introduce the char-
acteristic lengthl, i.e., the thickness of the layer close to the
surface in which the field is present andu0 is a parameter
connected with the anisotropy of the nematic. When the van
der Waals forces are consideredl'103 Å @9#. In the case in
which the external field is due to the selective ion adsorption,
l coincides with the Debye length@10#. If d@l, u(z) dif-
fers from zero only in two surface layers of thicknessl, as
shown in Fig. 2.

If one wants to take into account also the coupling of the
quadrupolar properties of the nematic liquid crystal with the
gradient of the surface field, he has to add, in the expression
of the bulk energy, a term of the kindQ% ¹EW , whereQ% is the
tensor order parameter of the nematic. By assuming for the
surface field an exponential decay as in Refs.@10,11#, simple
calculations show that this term is equivalent to changeu0 in

u01a, where a5[(4ps)/e]( ea/2e i)(lDs
12e) @18#. In this last expressione is an average dielectric
permittivity, lD is the Debye length,e is the flexoelectric
coefficient, ands is the charge surface density. Hence our
analysis can be extended to take into account also quadrupo-
lar properties only by changingu0→u01a.

From ~1! it follows that the nematic configurationf(z)
50, ;zP(2d/2,d/2), is characterized by a total energy

F050, ~3!

whereas the total energy of the statef(z)5p/2, ;zP(2d/
2,d/2) is

Fp/25
1
2w2 1

2 E u~z!dz5 1
2w2 1

2A, ~4!

where

A5E
2d/2

d/2

u~z!dz52u0ltanhS d

2l D . ~5!

The statef50 is stable with respect to the statef5p/2 if

F0,Fp/2 . ~6!

From Eqs.~3! and ~4! one obtains that

w.A, ~7!

which represents the condition of stability of the statef50
with respect to the statef5p/2.

By means of the variational calculus, it is possible to ana-
lyze the stability of the statef50 with respect to other pos-
sible distorted states. The extremizing functions of~1! are
solutions of the differential equation

kf91 1
2u~z!sin~2f!50, ~8!

satisfying the boundary conditions

2kf81 1
2w sin~2f0!50. ~9!

Sinceu depends onz, it is difficult to obtain a first inte-
gral representing the total energy of the system. However, it
is possible to solve the problem in an alternative manner by
considering the two limitsf→0 andf→p/2.

In the casef→0, at the second order inf, Eq. ~1! writes

F5 1
2wf0

21 1
2 E

2d/2

d/2

@kf822u~z!f2#dz. ~10!

Sinceu(z)5u(2z), the tilt anglef(z) is expected to be
an even function ofz. In the considered limit, we will as-
sume forf(z) the following expression:

f~z!5c1F
cosh~z/j!

cosh~d/2j!
, ~11!

wherec1F5f0Þ0 because we consider a weak anchoring.
j is the typical length connected to the distortion and is ex-
pected to be of the order ofl. In the following we will
considerjÞl, whereas in Sec. III the particular casej5l
will be analyzed.

FIG. 1. Geometry of the analyzed problem. A nematic sample of
thicknessd is considered.nW is the nematic director,f is the tilt
angle, andkW is the geometrical normal to the surface.

FIG. 2. Dependence of the anisotropic interaction energyu
strength vsz. u(z) is different from zero in a microscopic layer of
thicknessl.
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By substituting~11! into ~10! one obtains

F5 1
2 ~w2A!c22BcF1 1

2 ~D2C!F2, ~12!

whereA is defined in Eq.~5!,

B5
1

cosh~d/2j!
E

2d/2

d/2

u~z!cosh~z/j!dz

5
jlu0

~j22l2!cosh~d/2j!cosh~d/2l! FsinhS d2j
1

d

2l D
3~j2l!2sinhS d2j

2
d

2l D ~j1l!G , ~13!

C5
1

cosh2~d/2j!
E

2d/2

d/2

u~z!cosh2~z/j!dz

5
lu0

2~j224l2!cosh~d/2j!cosh~d/2l! H j2FsinhS dj 1
d

2l D
2sinhS dj2

d

2l D12sinhS d

2l D G22ljFsinhS dj 1
d

2l D
1sinhS dj2

d

2l D G28l2sinhS d

2l D J , ~14!

and

D5
k

j2
1

cosh2~d/2j!
E

2d/2

d/2

sinh2~z/j!dz

5
k

j2
1

cosh2~d/2j! F j

2
sinhS dj D2

d

2G . ~15!

Since the stable state is the one minimizingF, c andF
are given by the system

H ]F

]c
5~w2A!c2BF50,

]F

]F
5~D2C!F2Bc50,

~16!

and they have to satisfy the conditions

]2F

]c2.0, ~17!

and

H5
]2F

]c2

]2F

]F22S ]2F

]c]F D 2.0. ~18!

The system~16! always has the solutionc5F50, corre-
sponding to the homogeneous homeotropic state. This con-
figuration is stable if

w.w15A,

w.w25A1
B2

D2C
.

In the caseD.C, sincew2.w1 , we conclude that the
homeotropic state becomes unstable in the sense that some
other state has a lower energy when

w*5w25A1
B2

D2C
. ~19!

In this casew* is larger than the threshold evaluated in~7!.
WhenD,C, this transition occurs forw*5w15A.

In the opposite limit, in whichf→p/2, we can write
f5p/22q and consider the limitq→0. The total energy per
unit surface is

F5 1
2w cos2q01

1
2 E

2d/2

d/2

@kq822u~z!cos2q#dz, ~20!

which, by using Eq.~4!, in the limit q→0, is

F5Fp/22
1
2wq0

21 1
2 E

2d/2

d/2

@kq822u~z!q2#dz. ~21!

By considering

q~z!5v1Q
cosh~z/j!

cosh~d/2j!
, ~22!

wherev1Q5q0, Eq. ~21! becomes

F5Fp/21
1
2 ~2w1A!v21 1

2 ~C1D !Q21BvQ. ~23!

The stable states are given by

H ]F

]v
5~2w1A!v1BQ50,

]F

]Q
5~C1D !Q1Bv50,

~24!

and they have to satisfy the conditions

]2F

]v2.0, ~25!

and

H5
]2F

]v2

]2F

]Q22S ]2F

]v]Q D 2.0. ~26!

The system~24! always has the solutionv5Q50, corre-
sponding to the homogeneous planar orientation. This solu-
tion is stable if

w,w15A,

w,w35A2
B2

D1C
.

Sincew3,w1 , the planar homogeneous state is stable for

w,w** 5A2
B2

D1C
. ~27!

Note thatw** is smaller than the threshold evaluated in
~7!. Hence we obtain the solution shown in Fig. 3. The first
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conclusion is that two transitions appear atw* and w** ,
which are, in general, different fromw15A. Whenw5w* ,
there is a transition from the homeotropic state to the dis-
torted one. Atw5w** , another transition appears from the
distorted configuration to the planar one. Forw** ,w,w*
the stable state is a distorted one. To study the order of these
transitions, it is necessary to expandF up to the fourth order
in f. This will be done in Sec. V.

Note that the anchoring energy, written in the form
W51/2w sin2f0, takes origin from the short range interac-
tions. According to Berreman@19#, w is expected to be pro-
portional to the elastic constantk. As it is well known,k}S2

@1#. u(z) depends on the nematic anisotropy with respect to
the surface field and this anisotropy is proportional to the
scalar order parameterS @1#. ConsequentlyA, B, andC are
also proportional toS. It follows that Eqs.~19! and ~27!
define particular values ofS, S* andS** , at which the ho-
meotropic state becomes unstable (S* !, and at which the
planar state becomes stable (S** !. In this sense, the compet-
ing action of the short range stabilizing term and of the long
range destabilizing one may explain the temperature induced
surface transitions observed by different groups@14–16#.

III. CASE IN WHICH l!d

To evaluate the physical parameters introduced in the pre-
vious discussion, the following analysis will be performed
considering a particular case when the sample thicknessd is
very large with respect to surface layer thicknessl. Further-
more, we will assume thatl'j5d. In the limit d/d!1, one
obtains

A52du0 , B5du0 , C5 2
3du0 , D5

k

d
. ~28!

The expressions forw* andw** contain the quantities

Q65D6C, ~29!

which in the above mentioned limit become

Q65
k

d H 16
2

3

d2

k
u0J . ~30!

In order to compare the term~2/3!(d2/k)u0 with respect
to 1, we will consider the system analyzed by Dubois-
Violette and de Gennes, in which the effects of the long

range van der Waals forces on the nematic anchoring are
considered @9#. According to them, for a semi-infinite
sample,u(z) is of the kind

u~z!5
C̃

~z1l!3
, ~31!

whereC̃ is the Hamaker constant@20# andl is a microscopic
length having the same meaning as before. In our symmetri-
cal arrangement,~31! writes

u~z!5C̃H 1

~d/21l2z!3
1

1

~d/21l1z!3 J . ~32!

For z56d/2, Eq. ~32! gives

uS 6
d

2D'
C̃

l3 . ~33!

This quantity corresponds tou0, introduced in~2!. Hence
we assume

u05
C̃

l3 . ~34!

By substituting~34! into ~30!, we obtain

16
2

3

d2

k
u0516

2

3

C̃

dk
.

As discussed in@20#, C̃ is of the order of 10212 cgs
whereask'1026 cgs @1#; we have for the intrinsic length
C̃/k'100 Å. Sinced, considered in the nonretardation limit,
is of the order of 103 Å @8,9#, we obtain

2

3

C̃

dk
>0.1

that is not negligible with respect to 1. Consequently, in this
limit the transition homeotropic→distorted→planar seems to
be a cascade of two second order transitions, as will be dem-
onstrated in Sec. V.

IV. ALTERNATIVE APPROACH TO THE
HOMEOTROPIC˜DISTORTED˜PLANAR TRANSITIONS

The analysis presented for the general case of Sec. II may
be performed in a simplified way, by considering a particular
surface fieldES of the kind shown in Fig. 4, i.e., different
from zero in2d/2,z,2d/21l and zero elsewhere. Note
that this is a reasonable approximation for the surface field in
the case of ion adsorption.

For z52d/2, the surface energy isW5(1/2)w sin2 f0,
whereas forz52d/21l the anchoring strength vanishes.
The functional to be considered now is

GT5E
2d/2

2d/21l

~ 1
2kf822 1

2 eaE
2f2!dz1 1

2wf0
2, ~35!

in the limit of smallf ~near the threshold!, and

FIG. 3. Nematic liquid crystal tilt anglef vs anchoring energy
strengthw. w* andw** are the critical values of the anchoring
energy for the stable homeotropic and planar orientations, respec-
tively.
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GS5E
2d/2

2d/21l

~ 1
2kq821 1

2 eaE
2q2!dz2 1

2wq0
2, ~36!

in the limit of largef ~near the saturation!.
GT andGS represent the total energy~per surface unit! of

the surface layer of thicknessl in the harmonic approxima-
tion. The total energy of the nematic sample is given by
FT52GT , in the limit of smallf, or FS52GS , in the limit
of largef. This comes from the hypothesis that, in the bulk,
the nematic follows the orientation imposed by the surface
layer. This is equivalent to the fact that in the bulk,2d/2
1l<z<d/22l, the nematic energy is zero because~i! the
orientation is supposed homogeneous and the elastic contri-
bution, proportional tof8, is identically zero; and~ii ! the
distorting field responsible foru(z) is absent.

The trend off(z) vs z is of the kind shown in Fig. 5.
Note also that in Eqs.~35! and~36! the termeaE

2 represents
a kind of average ofu(z). In fact, from Eq.~1! written in the
limit f→0, the term representing the interaction with the
surface field is

2 1
2 E

2d/2

d/2

u~z!sin2f~z!dz52E
2d/2

0

u~z!sin2f~z!dz,

becauseu(z)5u(2z), which meansf(z)5f(2z). Since
f(z)→0 and u(z)Þ0 only for 2d/2<z<2d/21l, we
have, furthermore,

2E
2d/2

0

u~z!sin2f~z!dz>2E
2d/2

2d/21l

u~z!f2~z!dz.

By taking into account thatu(z)>0 andf2(z)>0, ;zP
(2d/2,2d/21l), we can apply the average theorem of the
integral calculus to the last expression. Hence

2 1
2 E

2d/2

d/2

u~z!f2~z!dz52u~z* !E
2d/2

2d/21l

f2~z!dz.

The quantityu(z* ) depends also onf(z), which is un-
known. However near the threshold or near the saturation it
is possible to assumef50 or f5p/2, respectively. This
means thatu(z* ) depends only on theu(z) profile.

In this analysis, we consider thatu(z* )5u05(1/2)eaE
2,

whereea is the nematic anisotropy with respect to the surface
field itself ~in the range of frequency in which the van der
Waals interactions are important! andE2 is a positive and
constant parameter.

By minimizing ~35! and ~36! one obtains

H kf91eaE
2f50,

kf82wf050,
kf850,

2d/2<z<2d/21l
z52d/2
z52d/21l

~37!

and

H kq92eaE
2q50,

kq81wq050,
kq850,

2d/2<z<2d/21l
z52d/2
z52d/21l.

~38!

From ~37!, we deduce

f5M cosS z1d/2

L D1N sinS z1d/2

L D , ~39!

whereM andN are integration constants and

1

L2 5
eaE

2

k
.

By substituting~39! into the boundary conditions~37!, we
obtain

H N

L
2
w

k
M50,

M sinS l

L D2N cosS L

L D50,
~40!

which admits a solution different from zero forM andN
only if

tanS l

L D5L
w

k
. ~41!

From this last condition, we deduce that the state
f50,;z, is stable when

w.wH5
k

L
tanS l

L D . ~42!

Let us consider now Eq.~38!. By operating as above, we
deduce

FIG. 4. Surface fieldEs vs z. Es is different from zero only in
a layer of thicknessl.

FIG. 5. Nematic liquid crystal orientation vs the distorting field
in the case of weak anchoring. In the first approximation, the sur-
face tilt angle is proportional to the maximum tilt angle.
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q5R coshS z1d/2

L D1S sinhS z1d/2

L D , ~43!

and the boundary conditions become

H S
1

L
1R

w

k
50,

R sinhS l

L D1S coshS l

L D50.
~44!

This system has a solution different from the trivial one
only if

tanhS l

L D5L
w

k
, ~45!

which defines the saturation field. The statef5p/2,;z, is
stable for

w,wP5
k

L
tanhS l

L D . ~46!

To compare with the results of Sec. III, we have just to
observe thatl/L!1. Hence

wH>
kl

L2 5kl
eaE

2

k
>2u0l,

wP>
kl

L2 >2u0l.

In conclusion, aswH and wP are very close, the
homeotropic-planar transition could be considered of the first
order.

V. ON THE KIND OF THE ORDER OF THE TRANSITION
HOMEOTROPIC˜DISTORTED STATE

In the theoretical model presented in Sec. II, the hypoth-
esis made onf implies that atw5w* or w5w** the tran-
sitions are of the second order. To prove this assumption, let
us remember that a phase transition, in the Landau formal-
ism, is of the second order if, near the transition, the free
energy may be written in the form@1#

F5F01
1
2a~T2TC!y21 1

4by4.

Herey is the order parameter anda.0. The phase transition
is of the second order atT5TC if b.0.

To show that the transitions we analyzed are of the second
order, we have to consider the development at the fourth
order of the total free energy. Let us evaluate~1! in the limit
f→0 ~the other case in whichf→p/2 may be treated in a
similar way!.

For f→0 one obtains

sinf5f2 1
6f3, sin2f5f22 1

3 f4. ~47!

In the case of weak anchoring, the surface tilt anglef0 is
nearly proportional to the maximum tilt angle having the
same sign. This means that iff(z) is of the kind~11!, f0 is
expected to be of the kind

f05gF, g.0. ~48!

At the fourth order inF, by using~47! and ~48!, Eq. ~1!
rewrites as

F5 1
2 @~w2A!g222gB1D2C#F21 1

6 @~2w1A!g4

1~4g3B16g2C14gE1G!#F4, ~49!

whereA,B,C,D are given by~5!, ~13!, ~14! and ~15!,

E5
1

cosh3~d/2j!
E

2d/2

d/2

u~z!cosh3~z/j!dz

5
1

cosh3~d/2j!

1

cosh~d/2l!

3u0jl

4~j4210j2l219l4!

3FsinhS d2j
2

d

2l D ~2j32j2l19jl219l3!

1sinhS 3d2j
2

d

2l D S 2
1

3
j32j2l1jl21l3D

1sinhS d2j
1

d

2l D ~j32j2l29jl219l3!

1sinhS 3d2j
1

d

2l D S 13 j32j2l2jl21l3D G ~50!

and

G5
1

cosh4~d/2j!
E

2d/2

d/2

u~z!cosh4~z/j!dz

5
1

cosh4~d/2j!

1

cosh~d/2l!

4u0l

8~j4220j2l2164l4!

3FsinhS dj2
d

2l D ~2j422j3l116j2l2132jl3!

1sinhS 2dj 2
d

2l D S 2
1

4
j42j3l1j2l214jl3D

1sinhS dj 1
d

2l D ~j422j3l216j2l2132jl3!

1sinhS 2dj 1
d

2l D S 14 j42j3l2j2l214jl3D
1sinhS d

2l D S 23 j4230j2l2196l4D G .
The transition homeotropic→distorted configuration im-

plies that the coefficient ofF2 in ~49! is negative. When this
coefficient vanishes, the coefficient ofF4 is

1
6 @2g3B1g2~4C1D !14gE1G#.0,
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i.e., it is positive and the transition is actually of the second
order.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The surface orientational transitions induced in a nematic
liquid crystal submitted to an inhomogeneous external field
have been theoretically analyzed. The starting nematic sur-
face orientation is determined by the short range nematic-
substrate interaction. The position dependent external field
may be due to long range anisotropic nematic-substrate in-
teractions. The competition between these two anchoring
sources determines the actual state for the nematic.

In a simple one-dimensional and planar problem, we
evaluate the critical values of the anchoring energy strength
for the cases in which the stable orientation of the nematic
liquid crystal is the homeotropic or the planar one. When a
destabilizing surface field is present, a homeotropic→planar

transition takes place. A detailed analysis shows that a dis-
torted state, intermediate between the homogeneous homeo-
tropic and planar ones, can be stable in a very narrow region
of the surface anchoring energy strength. In the framework
of the Landau formalism, the homeotropic-distorted and the
distorted-planar transitions result to be of the second order.
The physical parameters entering in the model were evalu-
ated in the case ofl!d and long range van der Waals inter-
actions. The same result was obtained for a simplified sur-
face field, valid in the case of selective ion adsorption, giving
two very close threshold values. Possible applications of this
description to the temperature induced surface transitions are
also discussed.
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